
EVENT BOOKING INFORMATION  
 
SPECIFICATIONS 
 
Capacity: 65 standing including performers. Please make sure your event does not 

exceed this.  
 

Chairs: We have seating for 30 people. 
 

Tables: We have long tables for meetings and a bench that can act as a ticket desk. 
  
Technical 
equipment: 

We have a basic 8-channel PA with a handful of microphones, stands and 
cables. We also have a projector and projector screen. Detailed specifications 
are available on request. 
 

Access: Unfortunately our event space is not fully accessible, as it is down a narrow 
flight of stairs. 

  
Blackboard: There is a blackboard, directly opposite the entrance to the venue where you 

can write information about the event e.g. the name, pricing, things for sale. 
 

Support: In-house sound technicians are available for public events. If you have any 
questions or problems, your event manager or cafe staff will be happy to help. 
 

 
GENERAL GUIDELINES 
• We do not require a deposit. Your hire fee is payable in full on the night; please pay at the 

counter upstairs. 
• Cafe Kino is a safe space - please help us to keep it that way. You can read about our Safer 

Spaces policy in the cafe. 
• Please do not consume any food or drink bought elsewhere in the cafe. Off-site alcohol is 

against the terms of our licence. We serve a full range of alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks, 
hot and cold food. 

• Please leave the space as clean and tidy as you found it, with chairs stacked neatly. Just ask 
staff if you need to borrow a broom or dustpan. This helps us keep our prices low for the 
community. 

• The basement space has its own toilet facility. 
 
PUBLIC EVENTS 
• You will need to provide a person to watch the door and sell tickets. 
• You can load in and sound check any time from 17:00, which is also when your in-house sound 

technician/event manager will arrive. Curfew is strictly 22:30, which is when the cafe closes. 
• Please be aware that excessive noise in the basement can affect our neighbours and other 

customers. We would appreciate your help in minimising impact on others if an issue arises. 
• There is a 10% discount for performers on all food and drink in the upstairs cafe. 
 


